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  Human Rights

Illegal Overtime In China Factory Highlights 
Labor Woes
Nov 22
Financial Times - The admission from Apple supplier Foxconn that 
students worked illegal overtime at its iPhone manufacturing plant 
underscores how Chinese companies are turning to schools to fill 
gaps in the country’s labour force.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

India’s Human Trafficking Data Masks Reality  
of the Crime
Dec 4
Reuters - New data released by the Indian government shows 
reports of human trafficking rose by almost 20 percent in 2016 
against the previous year, but campaigners said on Monday the 
figures failed to reflect the true magnitude of the crime.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

Thai Masseuses Warned about Korean Sex 
Networks
Nov 19
The Nation - The Department of Special Investigation has issued a 
warning to Thai women planning to work as traditional masseuses in 
South Korea, following the arrests of key members of a Thai-Korean 
criminal network soliciting sex workers.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

The Parasites Feeding on North Koreans
Nov 24
The New York Times - Some 30,000 North Koreans have defected, 
mostly in the past two decades, and mostly by traveling a highly 
dangerous route through China and eventually to South Korea. 
Part of the danger comes from vicious human traffickers who lure 
defectors into forced labor or prostitution. 

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

Two Men Claim Trial To Human Trafficking For 
Forced Labor Exploitation
Nov 15
The Sun Daily (Malaysia) - A managing director and a supervisor of 



a leading rubber glove company were charged at the Sessions Court 
here today with 18 counts of human trafficking with the purpose of 
forced labour exploitation over the past 10 years.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

Aid Agency: Human Trafficking ‘Rife’ In 
Rohingya Camps
Nov 19
The Japan News - Confined to congested tent cities near the border 
without any prospect of work, refugees are willing to take whatever 
comes their way—and many have fallen prey to traffickers, according 
to the International Organization for Migration.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

Top Companies Slammed For “Complacency” 
Over Slavery Reporting
Nov 28
Compliance Week - Some of the world’s top brands—including 
confectioners, jewellers, and cosmetics giants—are failing to disclose 
slavery and trafficking risks that might be present in their operations 
and supply chains, according to a report by a U.K.-based human 
rights campaign group.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

  Labor

What Are the Minimum Wages in Indonesia in 
2018?
Nov 9
Indonesia-Investments - Local governments in Indonesia have been 
announcing their new minimum wages in recent weeks. According to 
national law, municipal minimum wages have to be announced before 
21 November 2017 (and will come into effect on 1 January 2018). 
Overall, the Indonesian government set a 8.71 percent increase in 
minimum wages for 2018.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

FAST FACTS: Minimum Wage in ASEAN 
Countries
Nov 13
Rappler - The Philippines provides the highest minimum wage in 
the region at $10.05 or about P514.4 per day, according to the latest 
figures posted by the National Wage and Productivity Commission. A 
minimum wage earner in Thailand, depending on the area where he/
she works, can earn as much as $9.02 to $9.32 per day. In Malaysia, 
a worker earns with a daily rate of $7.27 to $7.90.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS



Japan Struggles to Attract Immigrants as 
Shrinking Population Time Bomb Keeps on 
Ticking
Nov 30
The Independent - Skilled workers say Tokyo is the last place in Asia 
they would want to live. For skilled workers, Japan is now among the 
easier rich countries to move to. There’s just one problem—skilled 
workers aren’t coming. According to the IMD World Competitiveness 
Center, Japan is the Asian country least appealing for foreign talent.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

Singapore Labor Law Considerations Which 
May Impact Your Overseas Expansion Plans
Nov 16
Blueback Global - As a professional responsible for expanding 
operations overseas, you need some understanding of the labor laws 
in the countries and/or regions you’re considering expanding to. The 
first ASEAN country covered here is Singapore, for which we provide 
an overview of labor laws and related issues that are priorities and 
issues.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

Beijing’s Heavy-Handed Solution to Urbanization
Dec 4
The Diplomat - Beijing’s attempts to push out migrant workers 
will have economic consequences. Improvements in national rail 
service and transportation are making it easier than ever for millions 
of migrants to flock to China’s eastern megacities. This drains 
rural and provincial areas of talent that could contribute to regional 
development while straining scarce urban infrastructure, social 
services, and resources. 

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

Chinese Labour Moved by Party Diktats as Well 
as Market Forces
Nov 29
Financial Times - Planned economies attempt to control not only 
the “commanding heights” of industry but also the movement of their 
people. Two big developments in China in the past few weeks show 
that the planners’ instinct to channel population flows and the labour 
force has not disappeared, despite the power of market forces in the 
world’s largest economy.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

China Employer Year-End Review Checklist
Nov 18
Harris Bricken LLP - Now is the time of year when we usually go full 
on with our employer-employee audits. The below is what we usually 
recommend to our employer clients for our audits. Due to China’s 



recent rash of employment law changes, the importance of these 
audits have increased in importance.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

A Big Step Forward For Migrant Workers In 
ASEAN
Nov 21
The Manila Times - The phenomenon of labor migration is closely 
intertwined with the economic development of the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (Asean) region. This is why the Asean 
Consensus on the Protection and Promotion of the Rights of Migrant 
Workers—which was signed by the leaders of the member states 
during the recently concluded 31st Asean Summit in Manila last 
week—ought to be considered as a watershed moment for the 
regional organization.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

  Supply Chain

Section 54 Of The UK’s Modern Slavery Act:  
The Evolution From Voluntary To Mandatory?
Nov 20
Penningtons Manches LLP - Section 54 of the Modern Slavery Act 
2015 requires commercial organisations carrying out business in the 
UK, with a turnover of at least £36 million, to prepare and publish a 
slavery and human trafficking statement for each and every financial 
year.

  MORE LIKE THIS       LESS LIKE THIS

Floods, a Collision, Now Lightning? More 
Singapore Rail Woes
Nov 20
Bloomberg - Singapore’s beleaguered rail system can’t catch a 
break. Days after a software glitch caused a train collision that injured 
more than 30 people, lightning struck a train on the same line.

Tighter Standards Of Conduct For Supply 
Chains
Nov 15
Financial Times - While existing laws in jurisdictions such as 
California or the UK require public reporting on corporate efforts to 
remove slavery or human trafficking from supply chains, French law 
tightens the rules as it sets a standard of conduct for which lack of 
implementation can be considered to be a breach of legal obligations.



Tropical Storm Kirogi Hits Vietnam
Nov 20
Al Jazeera - Tropical Storm Kirogi has hit Vietnam bringing torrential 
rain. The excessive amount of rain has prompted the flood prevention 
department of Vietnam to issue a number of flood warnings. It 
has also caused major problems for the salt farms in the southern 
province of Ninh Thuane.
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